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people here and abroad, and reports
on the growing movement.
The Green Gathering is one part of
this movement, and some of the
articles in this issue also serve
as discussion papers for workshops
If you want to
at the Gathering.
keep abreast of developments after
the Gathering — and who knows what
might come out of it? — make sure
you subscribe to Green Line on the
form below.

IF YOU'RE NEW to Green Line,
welcome to the magazine of the

Green Line looks

green movement.

at the ideas which unite green
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or £5 for the weekend (Friday — Sunday).
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It's the biggest single green
July ET to August 1st.
event of the year. Admission for the six days is £9,
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THE 1982 GREEN GATHERING takes place at Worthy Farm.
Pilton (between Glastonbury and Shepton Mallet) from
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GREEN LINE WELCOMES LETTERS for
publication. But as we have said
quite clearly before, this is not
the place for letters about the
internal politics and workings of
the Ecology Party.

All across Europe, the greens are
proving that this is the political
movement of the eighties. STAX
WITH THAT MOVEMENT: READ GREEN LINE! DEADLINE for'the September issue
is August 15. Please give us the
longest possible notice of anything
WE'VE DROPPED the words 'Ecology
you intend to write.
Party' from the cover for two
reasons. First. it implied that
BULK SALES: buy 10 or more from us
Green Line's editorial stand was
and pay only 17p a copy. Or we'll
send you 5 for £1. Sell Green Line
much narrower than it is, and we
and make funds for your group.
found many people reluctant even to

-HPUITI

Hm;

look at the magazine for fear that
it was just a party newsletter.
Second, we don't want to imply that
the Ecology Party — or any other
group “'necessarily supports all or
part of the contents of any issue.
We hope everyone will be happier
with the new masthead.
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tent.

£71.11:

Bring a

Food (cooked and uncooked) 3s on sale on site.
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In this GREEN LINE, the articles on pages 5, 6 and
10 — 12 serve as discussion papers for several
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workshops, and on the back cover you will find the
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provisional programme.
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SUBURBAN CODH‘IUNITI: help to start
a community of facilies living
co—operatively but in separate
houses.

Write for details to:

Gil Burton, 21 Churchfield Road,
Oxley, Wolverhampton.
CONSERVATIONISTS — new read Eric
McGraw's "Proposals for a National
Policy on Population." oﬁp post
paid from Population Concern,

27/35 Mortimer Street, London H1.

STUDENT ECOLOGX MOVEMENT newsletter
£1.60 for four issues from Robin
Niles, The Hawthorns, Keele
University, cle, Staffs.
ANTI—SEXIST MEN'S newsletter. New
from 23 Connaught Road, Roath,
Cardiff. 50p an issue incl. pap.
f"——_
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Subscriptions
'Keep me moving with the greens!
II enclose £2.30 for the next 8
tissues of Green Line.

Hme
inmmm
I

Post to: 16 Lundsfarm Road,
Woodlﬁy, Reading RG5 4PY.
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SMALL ADS.
EARTH‘NVREAR, 389 Cowley Road,

Oxford's Eco-shop: bike trailers,
badges, T—shirts, crueltg~free
toiletries, secondhand goods,
and much more. Visit, phone
(0865) 7T6628, or send s.a.e. for
list.

FREE WSTIYAIS. Stone provides
free detailed information on
future overnight free festivals;
also free leaflets on how to camp
at a free festival, and on past
free festivals, Stonehenge, Deeply
Vale, Ruthin, Cantlin Stone,
Glastonbury, Psilocybin, etc. For
free leaflets contact 01—767 1715

(evenings).

STONE, 45 Westwood

lHill, London SE 26.
'
"DAY BY D " provides stimulating
I ideas and facts on disarmament,

' conservation, racialism, industrial
ldemocraey, nonuviolence, social
'justice, world hunger, decentrali—
lsation, etc; reports of peace
Imeetings; poems; reviews of art,
Iplays, films, books, opera,
.musicals, cricket. Subscription

u£4.15.
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Specimen 34p.

141,

lHoolacombe Rd, Blackheath, SE3.
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BOOKS POST FREE! All orders over
£1.95 sent post free: we can supply
any UK book. Recent titles:

The Aquarian Conspiracy (Marilyn
Ferguson, £2.95); Ecology for
Beginners (£1.95); The Turning

Point (Capra, £9.50; Pornography
and Silence (Susan Griffin, £4.75);
Fuelling the Nuclear Arms Race

(Durie & Edwards, £2.95); Zero
Option (E? Thompson, £3.60).
From.EOA.Books, 34 Cowley Road,
Oxford.
THE ECOLOGY PARTY has a branch near

you: to get in touch, send a s.a.e.
to the Ecology Party, 36/38
Clapham Road, London 3H9 OJQ.

Annual subscription Eb (couples

£9) — claimants, students and OAPs
half rate.
ELECTRONIC STENCILS improve your

duplicating.

Send £1 with your

artwork to Oxford West Ecology
Party, 14 Alexandra Road, Oxford.
POSTAL BOOKSELLERS covering earth
mysteries, meditation, mysticism,
parapsychology, theosophy, Alice
Bailey; stamp please for list:

Wessex Dragon Books, PO Box 61,
Reading RG4 TLJ.

KELLY
PETRA
and the anti- arty party
lIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
HAMBURG, JUNE 1982: the Greens have
taken 7.7% of the vote in a local

election, their best ever and f;
more than the Alternativen polled
in Berlin. Suddenly the Greensare
regarded as the third political
force in West Germany. The weekly
magazine Der Spiegel immediately
ran a five—page interview with
Petra Kelly, who retires in October

(in accordance with the party's
two—year rule) as chairperson of

Die Grﬁnen. The interview will
remind the British reader of some
of the marked differences between
the British and the German political
scenes; it also shows us what an
essentially revolutionary platform
the Greens stand on in Germany,
and the nature of their threat to
the political status quo.
What follows is a condensed version
of Petra Kelly's replies, omitting
some material of purely German
interest.

'THE GREENS ARE a direct expression
of the discontent with the SPD'

(historically Germany’s socialist
party) who ‘could have forestalled

'There is a strong grassroots
6%.
feeling that we need a fundamental
and uncompromising Opposition in
parliament to the industries of
arms and growth, to the entangled
hierarchy, and to the politics of
deterrence.‘ But this will not be
achieved simply by winning seats:
'As civil disobedience and
nonviolent resistance develops on a
local and regional basis, the more

citiZens will start to take their

own initiatives and set up models
of self—government, bringing us all
the nearer to a truly democratised

society.‘
Parliamentary democracy doesn't
mean compromise.
'It must be
accepted that there is a fundamen—
tally anti—war party, an ecologicalnonviolent party, which can join no
coalition. The system has to
realise that Opposition takes place
outside as well as inside parlia—
ment.‘ And 'the day the Greens
send ministers to Bonn, they cease
to be the party I wanted to help
to build.’
PARLIAMENT: NOT THE AIM, BUT PART
OF A STRATEGY

'For us parliament is somewhere —
like a market place or a building
the whole develOpment of the Greens
site — where we can speak, take
if they had done justice to their
our points of View, and bring back
historic claim.‘
If the Greens
information. But it's not the
are taking some of the SPD vote
place where decisions about the
and letting conservatives in, that's
arms build—up are made: these were
the SPD‘s problem. You can't start
made long before, and set in train
asking which of the other parties
by, for example, the arms lobby.
is 'the lesser evil' when you‘re
I would like a strong grassroots
considering ‘the global questions
movement like ours to have a voice
war,
of survival: the danger of
in parliament, but not in order to
exhaustion of raw materials.
join a coalition and win power.
p0pulation growth, human misery.‘
We want to have a free voice when
Individuals among the SPD are
it comes to legislation, to take
sympathetic to what the Greens are
nonviolent protests into parlia—
saying — 'but the old men oriented
ment, and to let people see the
to growth and arms remain in power.‘
decisions for what they really are.
'The big questions of life have to
Except for policies of detente,
be decided: I should like to broach
Petra Kelly sees no difference
them in parliament and thereby
between the policies of the
strengthen the resistance taking
conservatives and the socialists
place on the streets, the runways,
in arms, energy, Third World,
the construction sites. Parliament
health, and womens' politics.
is not the aim, but part of a
A FEDERAL FORCE
strategy. We are the anti—party
party.‘
At the time of the last German
federal election, voters didn't
THE RISK OF COMPROMISE
take the Greens seriously. If there
'There is the danger of getting
were an election today, Petra Kelly
into the parliamentary frame of
thinks the Greens would poll %% to

mind and forgetting the streets.
But this is not my way, not the
utopia I have built up in my dream.
A radical opposition can indeed
achieve something in parliament,
but the most important thing is to
work and to achieve change at the
grassroots: together with women
building eco—houses, solar
collectors, self—help centres,
defence centres — and to co—ordi—
nate all this with parliamentary
means. But maybe one day it will
turn out to have been a mistake to
have gone into the parliaments.l
Electoral successes may well thrust
the Greens into seats of power.
They already have to fill the post
of county viceapresident in
Lower Saxony. But this does not
mean compromise, and the Greens may
well tolerate minority governments.
'If the SPD stops all work on
nuclear power stations, ends the
arms build—up, and builds ambu—
lances instead of tanks, then we
can start talking to them.‘ As to
the temptation to hang onto power
once elected, Greens must retire

every two years (another Green

replaces them, there is no by—
election), all income over 2,000
marks a month (£100 a week) is paid
to the party, and no one may hold
'What we have to do,
onto a seat.
for God's sake, is not just to take
over concepts from other peOple,
but to know where it hurts.’
Indeed, 'I am sometimes frightened
that the Greens will suddenly poll
13% and become a party of power.
We would do better to remain around

6% — T% and stay uncompromising in

our basic demands, than to appoint
ministers.‘ But coalitiOns may
come. A coalition partner 'would
have to abandon civil and military
use of nuclear energy, and eXploi—

tation of the Third World, and
envisage a non—military alternative
defence policy.‘

:4:
After touching on the problems she
has faced as a woman — many men

felt threatened when she became
leader of Die Grﬂnen — and the
task the Greens face of representing
in parliaments the disenfranchised

of the earth (the plants and the
animals), Petra returns to her
point that the Greens will not

avert 'the catastrephe' by working
in parliament: 'We are not strong
enough to demonstrate to everyone
that it is five minutes to midnight;
we are still far too underdeveloped
in our forms of action.
THE IDEOLOGICAL CONTEXT
All is not harmony within the Green
movement. There are some 'Green
Lists' of candidates from which Die
Grﬁnen disassociate themselves
completely.
Ideological discussions
are taking place with the Democratic

Socialists (the D8 are a Splinter
party set up by two people thrown
out of the SPD and who want to

co—Operate with the Greens) —

'theugh that doesn't mean we're
falling into each other's arms.‘
The Greens have insisted on making
their position clear with regard to
the anti—missile demonstrations:
'We are not an anti—missile
movement, but a demilitarisation
movement which transcends the power

blocks, which is in solidarity with
moves for disarmament taking place
at the grassroots in East and West.l
Within Die Grﬂnen Petra Kelly finds
a consensus of social analysis.
Communists and conservatives, she
says, should not be expelled:

within Die Grﬂnen they start
talking to each other and step
tearing one another apart.
'This
is the novelty of our party.‘
Violent groups cannot necessarily
be identified in advance: 'of
course, 1 distance myself from
every stone that is thrown.‘ Under
no circumstances are stones used as

'Nonvio—
arguments by the Greens.
lenee doesn't just mean no
violence, but also the setting up
of a positive force for a non—
hierarchical society. We have not
yet developed a democratic culture
of nonviolence.‘
Finally, where do Greens stand on

the left/right axis?

It has been

said that the Greens are neither
left nor right, but at the front.
To this Petra Kelly replies: ‘These
are not my words. We are working
for a form of ecological,
self—governing, emancipatory
socialism such as there has never
been in the whole of history.‘
Translated and edited by
Jen Carpenter
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Victory for

I Guernsey
Green!

DEPUTY PETER ROFFEY was elected
to the States of Deliberation

(Guernesey's parliament) on March

17 — on what can confidently be»
described as a very 'green'
ticket. But in the world's second
oldest continuous democracy
political allegiances are refresh—
ingly difficult to define, since
there are no political parties.
At 23 Peter is the youngest deputy
ever elected. And not only his
age seemed set against him. His

hair is (almost) shoulder—length.

He refused to replace his Guernsey
sweater and jeans for a suit, even
on formal occasions. His past
reputation included campaigning
for the legalisation of cannabis.
And his manifesto was widely
considered to be an act of
political suicide.

nuclear generated.

But Guernsey

is ever—crowded tee: on this

island 'immigration controls' mean
keeping out the tax dodgers to try
and preserve the environment,
though Peter is at pains to stress
that there is no element of racism
here, and he eschews the support

of Guernsey nationalists.
There's no chance of an Eco party
being set up in Guernsey.
"People
are rightly proud of our non—party
system," Peter told Green Line.
But the absence of parties doesn't
mean that vested interests play no
part in the election process.
“The business world and the chamber

of commerce (local CBI) already

encourage people who they consider
to be the right type of person to
stand and are supportive of them
This manifesto grouped the policies during their campaigns.” Local
under three headings: constitu—
environmentalists hope to play a
tional reform, social reforms,
comparable role in encouraging
and environmental protection.
sympathetic people to stand for
election, and to be a means of
Constitutionally, the island
introducing some of the ideas
certainly appears relatively
current among the green parties of
undemocratic from across the
Europe to the islands of the
Channel, and Peter's manifesto
Bailiwick of Guernsey.
included preposals for improving
accountability and for increasing
i HtIH
“MMETw-«nmﬁ
the powers of the Guernsey
i
11“" I11”11ml”!
equivalent of the parish council.

'In terms of social welfare the

island is likewise backward. What
is a tax haven for the rich is a
poverty trap for the poor, who
may be paying just as much tax as
their equivalents in Britain while
drawing few benefits. Peter
Roffey's manifesto argued for free
medical and dental treatment,
a comprehensive legal aid system,
and free state—run public
transport. Unemployment benefit
should be increased. And it
should be illegal to pay women
less than men for doing the same
work.
Dominating environmental concerns
is the big French nuclear presence
on the mainland. Rapidly rising
levels of radioactivity in local
shellfish have been much publi—
cised on the island, and are of
wide concern. Peter is opposing
plans to buy French electricity

on the grounds that 25% of it is

Earth’n’Wear
A NEW ECOLOGY shop, Earth'n'Wear,
has opened in Oxford. A co-op
selling ever thing from cycle
trailers to secondhand.clethes,
Earth‘n 'Wear is run by volunteers
and one paid part—timer.
It was
started by a group of people, many
of them members of FOE and Eco,
and shares its premises with the
Oxford FOE office, a recycling
project, and a community print
shep.

Your news

is good news

GREEN LINE wants reports of your
local campaigns and initiatives.
Write now to Martin Collins,
Grassroots Editor, 46 Hythe Read,
Ashferd, Kent, for their inclusion
in the next issue.
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generally repress the feminine in
themselves and cause women to
repress the masculine in themselves.

THE GREEN GATHERING COLLECTIVE IS AN INDEPENDENT GROUP OF PEOPLE
CONCERNED WITH UNITING THE WIDER CREEK MOVEMENT. WE l-biVE ORGANISEIJ TIE

GREEN GATHERING AT A TIME OF {NPRECEDENTED POLITICAL DISARRAT AND

UPHEAVAL.

IT IS BOTH A RESPONSE TO THE SITUATION AND AN ANSWER.

WEBEJEE'HMTTMETDEIﬂﬁ{BEEPWTAllUgAMJOHMUEIMLAUEMENT

OF RADICAIS IN THIS COUNTRI.

THE IMPOTENCE AND PRUSTRATION FELT BT

MANY COULD THEREBT BE ANSWERED WITH A UNITED AND RADICAL CHALLENGE TO
THE EXISTING SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ORDER.
THIS ARTICLE IS AN ATTEMPT BY
THE COLLECTIVE TO PUT SOME FLESH AND BONES ON WHAT WE KNOW AS GREEN
WE HOPE IT WILL BE USEFUL IN THE GREEN SOLIDARITY WORKSHOPS
POLITICS.
ON THE SATURDAY.
IP IT STRIKES A CHORD WITH TOO, IF YOU ARE A 'GREEN',
THEM JOIN US IN THE VITAL WORK OF UNITING ALL 'GREENS' INTO A FORCE

THAT WILL BE CAPABLE or swarms REAL POLITiUAL maven.

_
There is a Revolution Going On
There is a revolution going on.
It
is not like revolutions of the
past.
It has begun with individual
and cultural change, and will go on
to change the political structure.
It does not require violence to
succeed and cannot be successfully
resisted by violence. This is
political evolution, a change in
our consciousness that challenges
every aspect of our social,
environmental and economic life.
With its roots stretching into the
distant past, this movement
started to come together in the 60s
and 70s. Now, stronger and more
mature than ever, it could emerge
as the most powerful political
force of our times. A new politics
is emerging, challenging domination
by ‘leaders‘, men, materialism,
violence and technology. Many of
us holding this vision are asking
the question: ”What‘s the spark
that can lift and unite us. How
can we make this vision a reality?”

The Power of Nonviolent Action

Power is usually seen to reside in
the possession of armies, authority,
wealth, and the media. To teckle
that power we do not need to
recruit soldiers, establish our k ‘n-ﬂ
hierarchy, or amass enormous
amounts of wealth. We look for a
source of power in ourselves, in
our relationships with each other
and the earth; a power based on a
fresh understanding of the value
of each individual and the environ—
ment. This is the dynmnic power
of feeling, rather than the dead
hand of possession.
Our vision of a decentralised

society can only be realised through
the direct involvement of those

affected by decisions supposedly
taken in their nape. We need to
realise our own creative potential,
develop skills, and play a
rewarding and self—determining role
in society. Such a power, the
power of life and people,

is the

only energy that can bring about
the change in consciousness we so
urgently need.
Once fully realised, nonviolent
power can deal with the most urgent
task facing humanity today — that
of resisting the nuclear threat.
We are the first generation that
has to hold the vision of world
peace as a real possibility and not
just a utopian ideal.
If the
peoples of the world cannot come

together to resist this threat,
then what hope of them ever coming
together? Nonviolent action is the
natural outcome and espression of
the human spirit, it is the power
to build a genuine and lasting
peace.
Nuclear weapons are not a nasty

mistake in an otherwise healthy
world. They are the logical
outcome of the kind of society we
have created for ourselves: a
society based on patriarchy,
economic growth, centralism, and
militarism.
The peace movement

The challenge of feminists — to
re~balancc feminine/masculine
duality in the personal and
political world — is therefore a
spark to ignite change in homes
and communities everywhere.
It is
a challenge that must underpin any
comprehensive programme for change.

Patriarchal control is based on
physical and spiritual violence
to both planet and people. This
violence governs society's attitude
to all life. Economic power rests
with men both in the home and in
global institutions. Economic
growth is the means by which they
extend their control; it can only
be maintained through the suffering

of billions, the starvation of
millions, and the rape of the earth.
Such wilful blindness is impossible
to imagine except in a sociciy
dangerously short of compassion,
caring, and sharing — values which
are often labelled as 'soft‘ or
Teffcminatc’. Such an attitude
reveals something of the psychic
imbalance at the heart of society.

Any organic living entity which
exists in a state of imbalance
exists in a state of disease. The
dominant technological culture in
Britain is based on a distorted
balance.
The way to heal it {heal
meaning to make whole) is to
re—unitc the twin halves of the
circle — the feminine and the
masculine — by creating a dynamic
balance between them on the
personal, cultural and political
level. We cannot build our power
by copying the negative tendencies
of the dominant masculine consciousness. The energy gained through
such a re—balancing cannot be
separated from that gained in
discovering the power of nonviolent
action.
Liberating the Land

Who first said, ”I own this land"?
Many generations lived happily as
‘people belonging to the land',
nurturing it and loving it. Now,
'the land belongs to people’,
people who are obliged by the

system to exploit and abuse that
land. We, the people, now have to
preventing war if it becomes the
go to these landowners either
cutting edge of a far—reaching shift
directly or indirectly for the
in values and political institutions.
means to live — employment, food,

will therefore only be successful in

The Challenge of Feminists
All of us, women and men, suffer

from society’s distortion of what
it is to be a 'perfect woman' or
a 'real man'. We forget that all
of us have both masculine and
feminine attributes — however
concealed, repressed or distorted
they may be.
In our culture men

recreation, housing, and so on.
Land is therefore the missing factor
in conventional political and
economic thought. Capital can only
be produced by applying labour to
land. Labour can only exist through
the life—giving qualities of the
land. Access to land rather than
access to capital is thus the key to
economic evolution.
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Land use is determined by material
protecting those who exploit other
values, by frenzied consumerism and people or the planet. In such
economic growth. No wonder our air, circumstances we have to make a
water, food and earth are poisoned.
choice: which is the more important,
Economic growth is made possible b5
the law of our conscience or
the unrestrained consumption of
temporal law?
non-renewable resources.
In a
In esercising our freedom to choose,
finite world however it should be
we are building the sustainable
obvious that there is a finite
society now — in our own lives.
supply of resources, and that
There are many forms of community
increasing scarcity of those
Some people build
action.
resources is the key factor in
co—operative structures in their
producing inflation. Our wealth is
workplace and homes, others launch
gained at the expense of the land
all hinds of new businesses. We are
and sea. We cannot continue to mine
slowly building the infrastructure
for ever the finite fossil fuels and
of a green economy.
raw materials needed to feed an
ever—expanding economy. As ecolo~
Te clmemania
gists we understand the principles
The worst psychological legacy of
and basic scientific laws which
govern our relationship with this
the industrial reeslotien must be
the tendency to worship technology
planet; the need to put back what
for its own sake: technomania. Tot
we take out; to tread more lightly
and live more simply. that we loch
only are we pushed into deehumane
is the political unity and courage
icing, machine-like jobs on
to build a world in which these are
production lines, we are also
pushed into believing the ‘oaperts‘:
more than daydreams.
tcchnocrats in white coats
Let us not forget those who, like
suffering from illusions of the
us, depend on the health of the
importance of technojargon
natural enviremuent for their
In this video—game
superiority.
survival - the animals. Globally
age we are immunised against the
they are completely dependent on
human costs of war with words like
the decisions of the multinational
Tlethality index' and 'dcmograyhic
companies, national governments,
and the human race in general.

We have a responsibility not just
“to the land, but to all life.
Animal activists, like all other
pressure group activists, depend

in the long run on wholesale
political and economic reform.
Direct Democracy
As human beings we each have a
personal responsibility for the
welfare of the planet, its animals
and people. let our ‘elected
dictatorship‘ effectively ensures
that we do not have sufficient
power to exercise that responsibi—
lity. Without personal responsi—
bility and participation, all ideas
of a genuinely decentralised
society becomes a nonsense.
Personal responsibility is not
just a theory, it is our birthright.
our natural inheritance and our
duty. When we decide to claim our
responsibility and to exercise it,
we are releasing an untapped source
of strength, the power of choice.
We do not have to accept the
pattern or lifestyle that society
has formed for us. We can choose
for ourselves.

but that takes

courage.
Direct democracy can be defined as
‘these community actions that
change society now, rather than
those actions which hope for the
election of a ‘friendly' government
in the future.‘ If we fully
exercise our personal responsibility
it might bring us into conflict
with the law, when it is seen to be

dc-population'.

We see the

fruits of technomania in nuclear
power and the grossly expensive
'race for space*, while here on
earth thirty children die every
minute from starvation.
The choice is not between a return
to the 'dark ages' and crashing
through into the 21st century in a
stainless steel hyper-drive of
mega~technics. We live in a
society slowly crumbling into a
polluted and dc—huaanised mass of
technological confusion, bit we
don't have to. We can move forward
into a society lﬂ which technology
is guidel by and used in the

service of a higher wisdom and a
broader set of values.
Wealth Re-distributien
A society dominated by the need to

a clean environment, satisfying
work, and healthy food.
Working and Playing
Work is not just a job, it should
be the natural creative outlet of
human energies.
It is a vital part
of our whole personality, not
something that can be isolated
between the hours of nine and five.
Work satisfaction is determined not
just by money, but by how much one
can set one‘s own pace, how communal
and social the activity is, how

voluntary, how much respect one
feels for oneself, whether one works
to exhaustion, and whether there are

moments of leisure and distraction.
Traditionally work and play are
seen as mutually exclusive, and
play is pushed to the margins of
social activity. Play is more
important than that: it could turn
out to be the most important spark
of all in uniting the wider move—
meni!
Breghing the Real Mould
in contrast with the decades of
slow—moving political dinosaurs, we
are new in a position to begin
bringing about genuine and complete
political mould—breaking. The
splits in the Labour and Liberal
parties, and the marufacture of the
SDP, are symptoms of this change.
Such upheavals are both the
beginnings of, and a call for, a
clear—cut fundamental regrouping
within British politics. All of us
could benefit from such a regrouping,
a growth in radical and green
solidarity. Many thousands of
people, whether loyal to different
political parties or to none, share
a common vision, a common under-

standing of what we call 'green'

principles. Perhaps it is a new
age consciousness, perhaps not.
We don‘t mind what you call it, but
we feel that you al- know what we‘re
referring to: an alternative, green
and radical movement that has the
potential to change the very nature
of old era politics e of domination,
hierarchy and exploitation.

We all have a role in this task. We
shall need to set up green groups
in all parts of our social and
economic life: groups which are
loose enough to include all those in
the wider movement, yet tight enough
in principle to present a coherent
If this is to
green message.
succeed, it will only be because we
Third World in combination with
put our principles first and our
redistribution. Moreover, real
existing organisational loyalties
second. We are in the game of
social justice does not just lie in
guaranteeing basic material security building bridges, in our homes, our
and democratic participation. It
communities and our country, uniting
the movement in principle and action
also has to create the conditions
for social security and personal
so that it can effectively challenge
development through which we can
the old order. Diversity gpd_unity
each find fulfilment — with friends, will be our strength.

separate and compete is a society
which downgrades our instinctive
need to share and co—operate. Such
an instinct demands a radical
redistribution of the world's wealtl
and a complete restructuring of the
world economic order. But the end
of economic growth will only be
acceptable to the countries of the
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Loealgroups

Election Alternatives

NATIONALLY, FRIENDS OF the Earth
is entering a period of change.
They have Just completed their
move from Poland Street, their
heme for most of the last decade.
to more spacious quarters at 377
City Road near the Angel, lslington.
Also, perhaps more significantly,
they have just tahen their biggest
ever step towards democracy in the
organisation as a whole. As a
limited company, FeE has to have a
board in whose hands the ultimate
decision—making power legally
resides, though they chose until
recently net to exercise that
power. Now, after a few months of
constitutional wrangles, a new

THE ECOLOGI PAHTI‘S first local
attempt at an 'ettcrnative'

control FOE

structure has emerged which gives

the power to elect the majority
of the members of the board to
FoE‘s 250 local groups. Oddly
enough, this is the first time
that the local groups have had any
such formal powers, though it has
long been recognised that they
form a large part of FeE's
strength as a pressure group.
How is that strength to be used in
the coming months? a large part of
FoE's efforts will obviously be
devoted to the campaign to step
the Pressurised Water Reactor being
introduced into Britain, and this

means particularly stepping the
construction of the Sizewell B
power station. Opposition to this

election campaign tech place during
the Beaconsfield h —elr;tion

campaign.
Slough and Area Eco challenged the
candidates of the ether parties
ti a pablic forum on ovcrﬁthiﬂg
from pollution to the Falklands .
In the end, just the Lahour
candidate took part in a public
meeting organised by the branch:
almost all the 20 people who turned
up were members and friends, who
appeared very impressed by the
Labour candidate's evident openness
and his ecological ideas!
The meeting was also addressed by
Jill Townsend, a local resident
Land, to the media's delight. an

Eco tried to underline its
challenge by taking a mobile
display of maps and press cuttings
on the pollution issue to other
candidates' public meetings. While
Labour and Tory parties helped to
give the display prominence outside
their meetings, the Liberals
ushered the display clear of the
grounds of the school where they
were holding their meeting.

Press coverage of the cmnpaign
focussed exclusively on the
dumping issue without mentioning a
wider context — ecological or
otherwise.
Local verdicts seem to be that the
alternative canpaign was useful,
if not conventionally a success.

actress] who had researched a

it has helped ease campaigners into
a constituency which they did not
know, and has enabled them to

of toxic waste duaping.

conserve resources for a vigorous
General Election canpaign.

major local pollution issue. that
From
“

being initially involved with Eco.
she had found however that the
Labour candidate was sole to offer
considerable practical help in her
canpaign: far from being an Eco
'scoop', she was soon being given
a platform at Labour meetings tool

Clearly the party has a long way to
go before it can undertake this
kind of campaign with confidence;
yet if election deposits are raised
substantially, such canpaigns
could become the rule rather than
the exception.

SERA's

consensus

will be focussed on the forthcoming

public inquiry, but whether or net
FeE will be participating in this
in a formal way is still not
finally decided. Some questions
remain unresolved, such as the
ill

adequacy of the information that
will be made open to objectors,
and the prospect of government

funding (FoE estimate that it will

cost them £200,000 to assemble a
thorough technical case in oppo—
sition to the Electricity Board's.)
at the same time we should see a
much greater concern with the
issues raised by modern agriculture,
especially its impact on the
British countryside and its
dwindling wildlife. All the signs
are that this is a cause for the

SERA {SDCIALIST ENVIRONMENT and

Resources Association} held its
AGH in Lendin at the end of June.

About 50 members {out of 700}
came to an amicable consensus on
most matters.

0n transport, SERA decided to
continue to promote practical

(public transport) solutions rather

than the utopian [walk or bike)
solutions which presuppose a radical
reorganisation of society. The
group is also to show greater
interest in youth, with the
appointment of a youth liaison
officer; and voted to affiliate to
CED (while expressing some concern
at the fact that it is not
possible to send delegates to

deepest ccrcern.ameng many people,

Green CED meetings).

but as yet no one has been prepared
to organise an uncompromising
opposition to the destruction that
is going on all around us. FoE
seen uniquely qualified to fill
that gap: let us hope they are
successful!

Wainwright spoke on Popular
Planning for Social Need, under
which people would create planning
policy by representing their actual
needs through democratic

'I ll IIIIII

Hilary

organisations, as distinct from

UK conservation issues are
dwarfed by the crisis of
environmental and species
destruction in the tropical
rain forests. Highly ecological
societies are being decimated,
and they have invaluable
knowledge of the food, medical
and other value of millions of
tropical species. Help us to
help the peoples of 1‘s world
to see the beauty of the
forests rather than the quick
asset—stripping value of the
timber.

Otherwise, soon it'll he too
late, and only deserts and
eroded scrublands will remain.

indicative planning and state
planning procedures.

So send £4 (annual membership

One member remarked afterwards
that he could not remember anyone
mentioning the Labour Party.

wean) FOREST ACTION. 3 RUGBY
STREET, LONDON am as.

fee) to:
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"THE RED PHILOSOPHY Is THAT ‘51:.
ALL LIVING THINGS COME FROM
ONE MOTHER. EDDIE AGOWI: LOOKED

AROUND AND DAW THAT EVERY LIVING-

Tl-ING HAD A DIRECTION AND A IIOLE TO
OM.

PLRY EYCZPT THE Two- mac-ED
CREATURE. é-- THE: HUMAN Dams. W3
WEAE THE

THAT HUMANS

DECIDED

WEAKEs-r THING: ON EARTH AND wrucmcp WITH THE POWER OF REA-DON.

50 WE DECIDED
To LEARN FROM
OUR
SUPERIORS, AND THAT Is HOW WE BUILT
WE LISTENED To
OUR CIVILIZATIONS.
WHAT THE EAGLE
AND THE SPARROW
HAD TO SAY.

WE

LIDTENED

AND
THE
SPIDER,
WE
PLACE IN LIFE. AND THAT
POWERFUL

SUPERIOR

TO THE

DEER

FOUND
OUR
Is WHY THESE

BEINGS

SHOW SUCH

GENEROSIT‘Y BY GIVING U5 THEIR BODIES
THEIR LIVES FOR OUR WELL-BEING. THE
ONLY

WAY WE CAN

FEED

RLL

PAY

THEM BACK

LS To

BE BURIED WITHOUT A COFFIN AND TO
RETURN To THE SACRED MOTHER EARTH
To
To FERTILIZE HER.AND THEREFORE
HER

CHILDREN.

MAN
Now. EONS A60 WHEN THE WHITE
LOOKED AROLND. HE SAID HE WAS BLEDIDED WITH
WHEN HE
THE POWED OF' REAsON. AND THAT'S
ELEV

IT.

HE

LOOK

AT

YOUR

DAID

THAT

HE

WAS buPERIOR TOALL

A GOD
AND THAT
THAT HE WAD
OTHER LIFE
HE HAD THE LICENCE To EXPLOIT AND MANIPULATE.
FILTHY

AND

WATER

AIR

.

LOOK

AT THE TACTE'LEss MANUFACTURED Poona AND Plus
THAT cane: CANCER . To PROVE HE WRS A 600.
THE
FROM
THE. WHITE MAN
CREATED SCIENCE .
SCIENCES
ETHNOLOGIST. THE ARCHEOLCAME THE
'I'I-IE
PSYCHOLOGIST ALL. THE "OLOGIST‘S".
OGIDT,
THEY WERE' THE WHITE HAN'D GOPHERS DIGGING up
COLONIZING.

ALL

OF LIFE

IMPRISDNING.

IN

ORDER

INBPECTING.

To

BRING

OIISRUPT'ING

BACK

INFOR-

TELL.
WHITE HAN COULD
so THAT
MATION
THE
DUDTIFICATION FOR FEELING
THAT
HAD
HE
HIMSELF

SUPERIOR.
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what are we complaining
"
' about;I

speahino is very probably what

on a world that, Jar from being

.
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needed, that this civilisation is

neither rational nor healthy.
”Jribal societies. on the whole,
weJe

iar wiser in this respect

roe economic, i-Ireen feminism .is

than scoot—ins 01‘ toda‘.

of creating an ecologically sound
For feminists. it is a
world.

they
settled, hunters or
farmers,
lived close to the CECLGS OI

about the full human implications

Whether

th“ PCDPLU “CT“ wanderers ”I

they honoured the
nature.
As
E‘ill'Lhr 50 libel honourednthe
daughters Ul the earth.
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to effect the far—reaching changes

we need so urgently if we dong
have that crucial resource: the
energy and commitment of women
“If
acting in their own way.

sort of society
of
Question
what
would in the long run offer women
the
for a
best chance
renewed.
mus-Lama All (“J'Sl’mlw
worthwhile
1n Wth they were
Ehﬁﬂﬁﬂlﬂﬂia
rather
than pale, truncated,

Of course it‘s always a question of
what you consider to be honouring
and empowering. Fanitonquat freely

society is blighted,” says
Manitoiiquat, ”there are also signs
of health and hope. All liberation
movements are allied to one another
in a common effort to make humanity
more human, but I believe the most

I recently read an article entitled

men and women had clearly defined

the women‘s movement.

Daughters of Creation by the

roles, although those who chose

because men, locked into roles of

American lndian storyteller
Hanitenquat.
In it he expresses

unconventional roles were not only
respected, but held in a certain

dominance and competition, have
needed the women‘s force and

women's need for a world that
respects the ecological balance,
and by extension the need of our
presently wildly unbalanced world
for strong, powerful women.

I don't claim that
amount of awe.
we can, or even want to, go back to
the hind of tribal society that
there is surely
once
eaisted, But
a
of
a source
cause5
inﬁnffﬂfiﬂh,
in
{UT reflection,
Janitonquat
words.

example to break those locks and
re—learn how to nurture and how to
co-operate.”

scbservient shadows “i thvmﬁﬁlves'

“One might suppose that a rational
and healthy society would enthusiw
astically hﬁﬂﬂﬂr and empower their
In the dominant
female members.

cultures of today we find women
demeaned, degraded, condescended
to, trivialised and exploited. It
is another proof, if one were

admits that in most Indian peoples

important single force to emerge is
I say this

Something that never ceases to
amaze me is the unwillingness of

He is not speaking of women who
compete with men on their own
terms, nor of women who passively
accept those terms without Partici—
pating in them. He is speaking of
women — and by extension men - whi

hear what feminists say they find
This is a
empowering as women.
shame, because we are never going

And that means a change from a
greedy, materialistic society to
a green one.

some men and even some women to

want to change the terms themselves.

,
1
'

Babyarchy
nicholas Albery

BABYARCHT - not matriarchy or
patriarchy. That would be a better
safer world worth struggling for.
Societies in which the baby‘s and
young child's innocence and needs

'to have to become like children to
enter the kingdom of heaven' would
mean, among other things, designing
societies in which the child within
all of us is given more play. The
socially valued qualities for all
ages would then include emotional
openness, immediacy, vulnerability,
playfulness, imagination, creativity,
physical warmth, trust, and ease in
making friends.

Babyarchy activists, like matriarch}
ones, would inevitably create new
creation of safe and lively
mythologics.
To a babyarchist, it
environments.
is clear, for instance, that human
Two biblical injunctions would have evolution.and progress developed
to be incorporated in the bill of
through child's play. The best
.rights for a babyarchy. Thus
illustrations of this today are the
'better to die than to offend
Japanese Show Monkeys. With these
against these little ones' would be monkeys, it is the children who
a terrible warning to the chairmen
through play have discovered the
of Shell, BP and Associated Octel,
delights of the hot pools on a cold
profiting from damage to children's day, and now their discovery is
brains through lead in petrol. And slowly permeating their society.
Already some of the more adventurous
'I' I I
”I
I I
‘
-E=n:_. '
11. _:_::u::1i155:'lll'.ill. mothers have dared to mimic the
g, ;-.1-;;;;-;;"‘:.'..'. 1;r-EE;
children, submerging themselves in
the hot pools, but the fathers still
are absolute standards in the

stay away; rigidly distrustful.
l'r. working on new babyarchist
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the way to wrest control is through
elections.
If we wish to change
society by getting ourselves and
like—minded people elected onto
councils and bodies and governments,
we‘d better be aware that the

Selfdetermination
Sandy Brown
——-—.|—--_l—n_---II-—II——

IF THE WISHES of the Falkland
Islanders are paramount - if they,
a small community of 1,800 (well, a
few less now) can be positively
encouraged to be self—governing,

surely we can now all claim the
right to do likewise. How to
achieve it, though?
Power, and therefore control and
the right to self—government, is
something which cannot be given
If a
away: power must be taken.
parent says to a child, 'Go forth,
you are now independent,‘ and the
child goes, that is not indepen—
Independence
dence but obedience.
and self—determination come when
the child decides, 'I'm going,
ready or not.‘ But there are some
warnings for those who feel that

process can cheapen us. We get
involved in lies, tricks and adver—
tising gimmickry, becoming blind to
the virtues in others.
As for Parliament, forget it. As
an institution, it is far stronger
than any individual or group.
Time and time again we see angry
revolutionary people go there full
of fire and zeal, only to give up —
or be converted by a Christmas card
from Charles and Diana. Confron—
tation and attempts to reform from
within only reinforce its status:
Ep_will end up being reformed
instead. The best way to render it
impotent is to ignore it: if we
don‘t recognise its authority, it
has none.

After all, the reason why women
have allowed ourselves and our
achievements to be devalued is
because we were ignored. If the
Ecology Party were to be criticised,
attacked and reacted to, the
members would regard it as wonder—
ful because they would know they

:11:
creation myths. My best attempt so
far adheres closely to the 'big
bang' exploding—contracting theory
of the universe, with the universe
as the womb of one Goddess among
many.
The play begins with her
impregnation by the sperm from one
God wrong many. The sperm are the
galaxies, the planet Earth a ferti—
lised ovum. We human beings'are
one of a host of live embryos in

the womb, some destined (unless they

miscarry) for eventual birth through
a black hole birth canal.
On reflection this pregnant
universe myth is more fitted to
embryo power and anti—abortion
propaganda than to baby power.
1 think I'd better think it out
again.

(”How to Save the World”, edited by

Nicholas Albery and Eve Peters, has
just been published by the Fourth
World Educational and Research
Assn. Trust, 24 Abercorn Place,
london NW8, price £6.90 incl pdp.
Subtitled 'A Fourth World Guide

to the Politics of Scale', it has
alticles by over 100 Fourth World
authors, including Jill Tweedie,
John Seymour, Ivan Illich, EP

Thompson, Gwynfor Evans, Kit Pedler.)

were getting somewhere: much, much
worse is the indifference of being
ignored!
So let‘s ignore what we dislike,
and build on the positive. We
must do both — leave the negative
and work on the positive — the two
aspects are crucially interdependent.
If we ignore everything and
go to sleep, we are being apathetic.
If we applaud and build on and
encourage that which we wish to
develop, it throws what we are
ignoring into greater relief.
Party politics can be left behind:
let's build up the Green Gathering,
work for Peace and disarmament.
Let's ignore the supermarket and
buy from the corner shop; buy local
food; use pub? 2 transport; pay for
clean electricity only; promote the
Peace Tax fund; be a hitchhiker or
give a lift to one; if we are
claiming unemployment benefit go
to free festivals and activate the
black economy. In general, react
to positive changes in our
environment.
In every area of our lives we
should have time only for those
plants we wish to grow — let the
others die, for they surely will
eventually.

ﬁnd we shall have achieved self—
determination by doing it.

TAKING BACK THE POWER
The Theory of Nonviolence, by Trevor Houghtun

WHAT'S 80 GREAT about direct action?
lIl tzﬂiiIng dilwict ElClilOIllfU :irc

reclaiming the responsibillty for
our own lives from the many people
who have authority over us. Each
time we vote at an election we are
in fact giving up some power over
our lives and telling the people we
elect: ”lou decide for me.“ Tn
Inaaly' sijturrtirnis tliis Tlilﬂll sin“I'e as onahl e. but the s e 11f} Ll
elect usually take more power than
they lun'e been given.
'lho nuclear
I_ L

Irv-I.

arsenals of the world bear witness

to that. So to take direct action
Hgﬂllﬂit the innvcr SliﬂlflﬂfvﬁildliCh
create these weapons is a war we a5
ordinary people rcassert our own

power.
POLITICAL OR DlREUT?
Direct action can be contrasted to
political action.
Political action

is aiming our activities at
parliamentary or legislative change.

Basically it is asking someone else
to ;ahe the changes you want.
Direct action is where Egg-nmhe the
cluinzn"s. Kln”tliﬂlf it. he& illSLllEtlillg

'nr

lllﬂ-

oi tell iiiiwtet_

constructiv'

dir

ct

ilie

sir 1Jle

actions

insulating our houses.

such e~

and dwell

exclusively on confrontational

direct action where we are inter—
an.n1
'wmim;toshnimmmﬁﬂng
many cases it is these simple
positive actions which will achieve
our goals. When we start intervening it requires more support,
greater organisation and a
preparedness to take risks if we

are to achieve the changes we want.
Host fundamentally it involves us
in recognising what is within our

THE CAMPAlGNING CONTEXT
For exanmle it is open to question
whether the peace movement is
strong enough to stop Cruise.
It
is certainly a question that those
of us who advocate direct action
should be asking.
If we are to be
able to go beyond one or two short—

term blodvades at Hreenhnm into a
full campaign of harassment we are
going to need a great groundswell
oi enIppoil . goral plruinilug. oijnuii—
sailini. aini hirge rai hers inf peojdxa
prepared for the risks involved in
taking action. Do we have that
kind of strength?
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The magazine which keeps you in
touch with what's going on in
the South — both the strategic
build-up and the Peace Movement.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION £3.50.
DISCOUNTS ON BULK oRDERs.
SEND 30p FOR A SAMPLE COPY T0;
4. CHASE CRESCENT, WOODCUTTS,
SALISBURY, WILTS.

their power either through the
ballot box or just through our

passive acceptance of their
lt follows from this
your house to cut energy consumption position.
that nonviolent action will not
or hlockading ﬁreenhmn Common to
substitute one powerful elite for
stop cruise missiles.
another but will decentralise

power to change.

C.N.D IN THE SOUTH AND WEST

drained away from them by us
withdrawing our support for them.
After all, it is we who legitimate

it must be said that it is no good
thinking of direct action outside
the general contest of campaigning.
What has happened at Ureenhmn so
far would not have been possible
without the growing consciousness
of the nuclear issue generated by
the conventional campaigning of
0ND and peace groups throughout the
country.

NONVIOEENCE
_.—____._._-.

__...._.

If we are going to directly
intervene in something like the
nuclear arms race, why do it
nonviolently? First, because the
power we are confronting outguns
us. More importantly, nonviolent
action is based on the idea that
the powerful can have their power

power. and therefore work against

centralised military power.
Nonviolent action is a broad term
encompassed by the following
points:
(a) Openness about planning actions

{b} recognising an opponent as a

fellow human being, not Just part
of the enemy

(c) keeping all means of communi—

cation open with your opponents
(d) exhausting all non-confronta—
tional means before turning to
confrontation

(e) willingness to accept the

consequences of your actions.

l'm sure these five points could be
added to: they are only an
indication, not principles but
ideals we aspire to.
It will be
up to each of us to agree on the
workings and understandings of
nonviolence in the groups and
coalitions within which we campaigng
PREPARATION
— —— — -|——I-——— —

One point not on the list which 1
would add is preparation or
training for action.
There is a
great mystique around NVDA
training, but to me it is very
straightforward what it is about.
It is primarily a period when
people can mentally and emotionally
prepare themselves for action by

exploring their fear with supportive
comrades and feel the strength of
working in a group.
it is
secondly about organising ourselves
so that decisions can be made with
the involvement of everyone, so

that everyone has the confidence to
Thirdly it is
carry them through.
so that we can learn techniques to
plan our tactics and strategies
using the imaginations of all
involved.
Nonviolent direct action could take

us a long way — provided we use our
imaginations, prepare carefully,

and discover our collective
.strength.

HARD
ROCK

After Hard Rock - use it to
illustrate the inadequacy of civil
defence preparations and remind
people 6 weeks later how many
would still be dying.
it is essential that we organise

together to expose this 'whitewashT
and stop the government getting

FROM 29th SEPTEMBER to 5th October
this major civil defence exercise
will be boosting and testing
government plans for local
authority and voluntary involvement.
Five days of simulated conventional
war will be followed by a simulated
nuclear attack {councils can refuse
to co—operate with the latter part).
Nationwide, organisations are
accumulating evidence which proves
Hard Rock to be no more than a PR
exercise to prepare us for war, not
save us from it.
This was so with
the last exercise — Operation

Square Leg (1980) — which was more

concerned with maintaining law and
order than monitoring fallout.
warning people of its spread, and
saving lives.

The myth of civil defence has
already been fully exposed by Phil
Bolsover (*Civil Defence: the
Cruellest Confidence Trick', CND

80p).

Now is the time for action,

and so it is pleasing to see a
'

Direct Action Handbook,

'Civi]

Defence is No Defence', produced by
'pcople in Yorkshire and Humberside,
which outlines home defence
measures in the region and gives
advice on finding out more and
expressing concern.
The handbook suggests three types
of action: constitutional

(intellectual argument), symbolic
(emotional expression), and

It also
direct (confrontation).
gives useful advice for those
contemplating direct action.
A few ideas to begin with include:
Before Hard Rock — press your local
authority not to co-operate,
question politicians and officials
about preparations for locaL
people (and pabliciee their repliss,
or lack of, in the media) and press
them to close bunkers down or open
them to the public and to publish
war plans.
During Hard Rock — demonstrate at
bunkers and demand admission, keep
pestering officials with questions,
ask them how they are coping and
what would be happening to their
wives and children, erect signposts
to targets and bombed areas, keep
using the media.

away with it. CND want to hear of
any information you acquire on
plans for your area. They will
shortly publish an action pack
and are willing to help people
organise NVDA training.
The producers of 'Civil Defence is

No Eefence' would also like to
hear what you find out about your
area and what action you are

planning; they will be producing a
supplement based on this.
Caroline Raine

WEAPONS LINK
The ANC have pro—
duced a good cheap briefing docu—
ment on this. Howard Clark‘s
CND pamphlet 'Atoms for Nar‘ is
very useful too. There is almost
no part of Britain which does not
have a CND group, and the proposed
programme of new reactors {of
which Siscwell is only the first)
will produce lots of plutonium,
the raw material for bombs.
This is another area on which
everybody can work, just by
spreading awareness of the links.
WASTE TRANSPORT
More operating
nuclear power stations mean more
nuclear waste travelling by road
and rail around the country. The
London Waste Transport Campaign,
c/o 15 Klea Avenue, London SW4,
can tell you if it comes your way

(you may be surprisedl)

Association. Box ND. 2 Lasceiles
Heed, Leeds S.
Single copies cost

SIZEWELL ACTION FUND Jointly
sponsored by the Ecology Party,
Greenpeace, and Green CND, this
aims to collect money for actions

£1 plus an AA s.a.e. llOkp stmﬁp};

NOT connected with the Public

9H:Eli-f.-

‘Civil Defence is No Defence‘
is published by Peace Data

Inquiry.
If you or your group has
send a further s.a.c ﬂ“xl” for the
supplement. There is a 39% discount an idea for some action in opposi—
tion to Sisewell, or would like to
for ten or more.
Contribute some money, write to
SAP, Church Street, Eye, Suffolk
(or ring John Matthissen on
0359 70491).

SIZEWELL

WHAT CAN WE do about Sisewell?
A frequent cry, to which there’s no
easy answer.
It depends on where
you live, what kind of group you're
involved in, if any. and what it

does best.
ANTI—NUCLEAR CAMPAION The ANC is
co—ordinating a Trade Union
campaign against the PER (Pressu—
rised Water Reactor).
if you are
an active trade unionist, you could
try getting your branch involved.
. The ANC also have good anti—PWR
leaflets and a selection of related
badges.
Contact Harold Immanuel
at the ANC office, PO Box 216,
Sheffield 81 lBD (0742 751691).
LOCAL COUNCILS
The Town and
Country Planning Association is
co—ordinating opposition from
several local authorities in
different parts of Britain. If you

have a sympathetic (Labour or

Liberal controlled?) council in
your area who could in any way be
affected by Sizewell B - waste
transport, refugees in the case of
an evacuation, increased activity
at Windscale, etc. — they could
ssill join in and make some kind of
submission to the Public Inquiry.
The TCPA are based at 17 Carlton
House Terrace, London SW1Y 5A8.
David Hall is the contact.

CONSUMER CAMPAIGN
Anyone with an
electricity bill can protest about
nuclear generation by withholding
a symbolic 11% (the percentage
generated by nuclear stations) and
paying it into the Trust Fund set
up by the ANC. This helps show
the electricity boards we are not
just mindless consumers, but very
much aware of and concerned about
their generating methods. Details
from 322 Hill Road, Cambridge
(0223 240293).
EAST ANGLIAN ALLIANCE AGAINST
NUCLEAR POWER (EAAANP).
This
co-ordinates opposition from a
variety of ANC, FoE, OMB and party
political groups.
If you are part
of an East Anglian group which is
not yet affiliated, contact Roy
Thompson, 2 St Helen‘s Road,

Ipswich (0473 214308).

The LONDON TO SIZENELL MARCH

(Stomp for a Safe Future) will

start from London on September 5
and finish at Sizewell on the 17th,
after which there will be a
week—end fair. Marchers and
sponsors are needed NOW. The
organisers are Ann, Ben and John
Stringer, 1 Fell Road, Birdbrook,

Halstead, Essex, 009 4BG (Ridgewell
(044 085) 440}. This is something
everyone can get involved in, no
matter where they live.
Olwyn Fletcher

Safety Precautions Scheme — was

shown by the recent government
study of the use of organochlorines

had recently been extolling the
virtues of pesticides in an article
in the Guardian. He is now
beginning to change his tune!

Dieldrin is responsible for the

The writing is clearly on the wall,
or in the fields: we must heed the
warnings and return to the proven
methods of organic farming if we
want to avoid catastrophe.

(DDT, Dieldrin, etc.), whose use
actually rose by 5%-during-the
19705 (New Scientist 15.10.81).

drastic decline of otters, and has
been banned for agricultural use

by the EEC. However it can still
be used for treating wood: as such
it hit the headlines last October
when a recently treated junior
school in Cornwall had to be closed
when all the children were made ill
by‘ llie fiantss.
That lhc: ACP selects its evidence
so as not to upset the ‘Aggrochemical’ (sicl industry was clearl}

shown by Dr Jenny Martin in a
vigorous exchange of letters to the
I'I-uanlian last June between hersell
and LN" Hessayon. chairwan of the
hriiish agr.cce :ical Associa tion.

Hessayon claims that ”since 1969,
the use of DDT has been reduced to
Yet the government
almost nothing.

study shows that, on the contrary,
there has been very little decline
in the use of DDT in the last 10
‘y’fﬁ'ttl‘ﬁ, and it is still by far the
NOEr IS THE season when .f'armers,

_foreste1s, and gardeners are
meirily spraying fields, woodlands
and hedgerows with some of the most
{lﬂﬂgOITHJb (eeecﬂibtll olauaicals
ever invented by mankind. for
killing those members of the
bio—sphere he — it invariably is
a 'he' — considers to be his
enemies.
The threat of man—made chemicals to

the bio—sphere is greater than it
ever has been. Over 2,000 p35
chemicals are marketed every year,
and not more than a tenth of them

have anything near adequate testing'
for their long—term effects on the
environment. The Director of the
National Cancer Institute in the
USA, Dr Rauscher, has predicted an
epidemic of cancer within the nest
20 years as a direct consequence
of this irresponsibility.
Many of these chemicals are used
in agriculture, where a clear
distinction must be made between
natural poisons such as nicotine

and pyrethrum, which are re—absor—

etost. used orgranochlorine in the

business (about 70 tons a year).
No one should believe redassuring
statements from the Baa since their
deception over the usage of 2,4,5sT
was eaposed by Dr Roger Thomas MP.
When eventually we ban a dangerous
pesticide — such as Toc, which has
been used for 20 years for growing
swedes and is now known to be
carcinogenic - it is likely that
the makers will expect the rest oi

their stock to another country
where no ban exists. This nasty
practice is likely to rebound on
us, however, because many imported
foods from the tropics such as
rice.

vegeitables and coffee beans

have a high pesticide content.
since precautions are often

ignored — if understood.

to control even those chemicals

.

Eco-Action
WE BUFFER FROM a severe lack of
dogmatism. While I hope this can
continue. it is interesting to see
where and why politicians use
dogmatism to advantage. Mainly it
makes issues look.b1ack and white,
which of course they never are.

it is useful to persuade people
that you know what you are talking

about when you do not: the
recipient can act likewise because

he/she has heard it all before.
“Thatcher Out“, ”£90 a week
minimum wage for all at 18”, ”Jobs
Not Bombs“ are all meant to
signify radical thinking and the
public like it. But “Decentralise
or Die" will not fit onto a badge,
and is not a credible asinine chant
for a GNU demonstration.
Faced with this problem, how can we
get our message across? The answer
must be, by example. We must be
able to point to organisations
within our communities that are run
along the lines of our beliefs.
This ‘alternative' economy must
take as its example the present
'informal' economy — the part—time
jobs or voluntary work that people
do.
The important characteristics
of this infonnal economy are:
flexibility, fulfilling a local
need, dependence on human energy
and creativity, no large capital
investments, and independence from
fossil fuels.
It must also aim to
be sustainable.

beneficial to those involved in it,

Such practices are forbidden in

West Germany, but not here.

in harwichshire, settle as a cloud

pesticides advisory committee (ACE)

_

on fields full of wild flowers.

herbicides {never mind pesticides]

dioxin in 2,4,5 — T, the notorious

The utter inadequacy of the

"3E3":—

The importance of the 'Eco—nction'
project is to show that not only is
this type of economy beneficial to
society; but that it is also

which have net had millions of
years to integrate with the rest of
nature and may well cause genetic
damage or cancer {as with the
herbicide}.

_4.

It is commonplace fer beeEEEpers
to lose half their bees when
neighbouring farmers are spraying

Such spray—drift, caused not only
by wind but also by evaporation,
can also wipe out a field of
lettuces or produce giant.
mis-shapen strawberries or
tomatoes; or, as happened in May

bed harmlessly into the coo—system,
and man—made artificial chemicals

n-

.ﬁi.d .edﬁﬂmsiﬁﬂssssésss- ;mﬂﬂhmdrll
.puim

of gas over a village (Guardian,
thy 17).
This last incident has particular
irony. because oneof the villagers

which are known to be dangerous a

was a prominent civil servant from

through the voluntary Pesticides

the Ministry of Agriculture who

in terms of quality of life. Work
must cease to be “The 40mhour week”
with its dehumanising effect as
individuals become ”The workforce”.
In the Eco—Action workshops at the
Summer Gathering we hope to provide
some examples of people who are
already working along these lines,
These workshops will provide a
starting point: have a go yourself!
Alistair Banter

[Unwilwriﬁdupegﬁ,,,mpmud‘,““1"":‘udﬂu
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neatly together, pausing on the way

to demolish the idea that we 'need'

nuclear reactors for our energy
needs. The authors also point out
the risk to world peace posed by

the plans of Halter Marshall (head
of the CEGB and ex—UKAEA) for'

exporting conventional reactors to
feed British fast breeders. This
paradise for imperialists will
involve a whole new set of risks,
and no other country seems to be

The Links
THE LINKS BETWEEN nuclear reactors
and nuclear weapons have become
steadily clearer, and this
‘shadowy‘ area has now been
brightly lit by two publications,
"FUELLING THE NUCLEAR ARMS RACE"
by Sheila Durie and Rob Edwards,
and ”ATOMS FUR WAR” by Howard Clark.
The first is a paperback (Pluto

Press, £2.95), the second a
pamphlet (CND, 50p), so there isn't
quite the clash there might be.
But it's hard to recommend one
above the other.
The pamphlet is straightforward
with lots of small sections
clearly headlined. A brief historical outline leads into a
detailed look at the various
aspects of proliferation and the
prospects for 'de—nuclearisation.’
It's very non—technical — at times
almost too simple, perhaps. Howard
produces a number of new points
including the fact that Britain, by
taking nuclear weapons from the USA,
is already violating the DDDF
proliferation treaty. He could
have taken some arguments further,

but obviously a pamphlet has its
limitations.
we such limitations exist in
'Fuelling the Nuclear Arms Race'.

Rob and Sheila have been heavily
involved in SCRAM, and this book

oozes useful facts and information
on all things nuclear in much the
same way as SCRAM's excellent
Energy Bulletin. Sheila in parti—
cular has been a very active cam—
paigner - indeed I can think of
few people who have given so much
time, energy and commitment to the

anti—nuclear movement in Britain.

Consequently their book is the
result of the shift of emphasis
from power to weapons that the
movement has seen, and includes the
typical depth of factual back-up
that emerged with the anti—power
movement.

For all that, it is very accessible
and readable. It draws the many
and complex strings of the argument

striking out in this direction. It
is a problem that the British
disarmament movement must face up
to.very soon.
Chris Church
I
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ECOLOGY FOR BEGINNERS: Stephen

Croall & William Rankin (Writers
a Readers, £1.95 pbk).
One of the series 'Documentary
Comic Books for Beginners', its
title is selfuexplanatony, and the
format — a series of witty comic

strips with racy commentary — makes
it immediately accessible to all
ages and intellects.

But coo—buffs

should not turn their noses up at
it, as it is full of well-researched

and useful infonmation and its
content is serious indeed.

IF.
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The book starts with an historical
my. H1» -. 3:33;? «I
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survey of the disastrous reign of
mankind, heedlessly squandering the
riches of the earth from the
beginning of civilisation up to the
present day, and then proceeds to
depict a quite horrifying but
seeieLIss AND ECOLOGY: Raymond
completely convincing description
Williams (seas, 75p}.
of ‘a day in the life of the
eighties'. let even with such
This pamphlet is a reprint of a
depressing
contents the authors
lecture given to SEER members by
ﬂaymond Williams which, in a gentle, always manage to entertain, and
the drawings are lively and stimualmost tentative manner, sketches
out the links between socialism and lating.
ecology. Ecological socialism is
The human race is shown to be
what seas attempts to propagate
heading inexorably for ruin unless
both in the labour movement and to
it changes direction very shortly,
a lesser extent in the environmental and the rest of the book tries to
movement. This pamphlet can in
suggest the direction in which to
many ways be seen as an eloquent
go. Capitalism, Marxism, Socialism
statement of that link.
In it
without Ecology, and Ecology
Williams looks back — to the
without Socialism are all discussed
Industrial Revolution, to Blake,
and rejected as inadequate. The
Cobbett, Ruskin, and most importan— solution for the authors is a sort
tly to William Morris — and traces
of International Eco—Socialism
the development of their ideas,
where "we're all responsible for
their fierce critiques of the
everyone alive today, for future
industrial squalor they saw around
generations, and for the Earth,
them, and their (in some cases)
which is our common home". he must
visions of a socialist future; and
"give up draining the Earth's
then looks forward to where these,
capital and live instead off the
sadly rather submerged strands in
interest", we must replace
socialist thought are new.
"produption—fcr—profit with
production—for—needs”.
Discussion of material limits,
ll!'. 'I'lh -
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Labour’s
green tradition

‘non—political1r ecologists, poverty

and the national cake (or why it's
not enough merely to increase the

national cake to eliminate poverty),
the North—South debate, and the

peace movement are where these
strands re-appear.

‘Socialism and Ecology‘ is an
excellent introduction to the
ecological traditions in the labour
movement, and why the socialism of
SERA as it is new expressed is
critical for the success of green
ideas in Britain.~ Non-socialists
will find a nonedoctrinaire explana—
tion of the links and the vision;
those who are already committed will
find the eloquence of the expression
of that vision refreshing and
reaffinning.

Utopian? Yes. Possible? Well,
why not — if there are enough
Greenrliners around.
wever, this is certainly an ideal
handbook for all ecologically
minded people to leave on their
coffee tables for their guests to
browse through: it should result in
quite a few instant conversions.
One word of warning: do encourage
your friends to buy their own
paperback copy at the very

reasonable price of £1.95 rather
than loan yours out: the binding
is so fragile that with frequent
handling the book will rapidly
fall apart.
Renee Lauffer
*IiollmI-n." III‘
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